Quotation Marks Worksheet Answers

*Edit the following sentences to correct the use of quotation marks and of punctuation with quotation marks.*

1. Donny pointed at Mark and asked, “Why is he jumping on the bed?”

2. “Rita says ‘Bless her heart’ every 5 seconds,” commented James.

3. According to Stephen Willows, author of *Examining Dust*, “civilization will continue to produce dust particles just by breathing” (286).

4. Desmond asked, “May Mindy come, too?”

5. “Take the pen,” instructed Prof. Higgins, “and repeat after me.”


7. Use the word “tenacious” in a sentence.

8. “Do you know how to access the stage door,” asked the drummer.

9. The article “Choosing the Right Colors for Your Home” offered great ideas!